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PURPOSE AND APPLICAnON

Antenna pattern recorders are used to
plot the relative signal strength of an
antenna under test as a function of the
angular position of the antenna.

The signal plotted is obtained from
output of a receiver or directly from a
microwave detector.

The position information is normally
tained from synehro transmitters
to the test positioner axis.

Typical antenna pattern recorders are
electromechanical devices which employ
servo systems to drive the recorder axis.
A chart drive servo system positions the
recording paper as a function of the angu
lar position of the antenna. A pen servo
system positions a recording pen in re
sponse to the amplitude of the input
nat
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Analog signals are processed to permit
linear, square or square-root displays.
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FILTER DELAY CORRECTIONS

Overlayed antenna patterns produced with
alternate scan directions with constant
frequency and signal level, often show an
apparent angular displacement of the
plotted pattern. occurs due to delays
of the incoming as it passes through
analog filters in ampli-
fiers.
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